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Tele2 SIP Transit
Tele2 SIP Transit allows operators to connect to the Tele2 network and to
exchange traffic with the public switched telephony network, PSTN, directly over an IP-access. The operator thus does not need to invest in or manage
operations and support of their own gateway equipment and transmission
capacity for interconnecting traffic. This gives immediate and significant
savings through both reduced investments and lowered operative costs.
– The Customer connects to the Tele2 SIP Transit Gateway over Internet or a dedicated IP-connection
from Tele2. The traffic is then routed through the Tele2 VoIP Backbone to the Media Gateway connected to the PSTN. All equipment within the Tele2 network are fully redundant.
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The operator has its own number ranges supplied by
PTS. These number ranges will be hosted by Tele2 in
the Tele2 network. The operator also needs a routing
prefix from PTS and be able to handle number porting
through Swedish Number Portability Administrative
Centre, SNPAC.
Tele2 make sure that all incoming traffic to the current
number series is routed from other operators to the Tele2
network. Allowances for traffic governed by separate interconnection agreements will be taken care of by Tele2.
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Tele2 SIP Transit service allows for the translation of SIP
to PSTN services and back again without degrading the
call quality. The quality, provided that the IP-connection
meets the Tele2 requirements, will be the same as for
Tele2 VoIP end customers.
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The price model for SIP transit consists of three parts; a
non recurring charge, a monthly commit recurring charge
and a monthly usage charge.
CDR:s for billing of end customers will be generated for
all calls and can be provided to the operator on a regular
basis. CDR handling is offered as an additional service.
For more information please call +46 (08) 56 26 64 60 or
visit www.tele2.se/wholesale

